FreeWheel
All Terrain Wheelchair Attachment
The FreeWheel is a single large pneumatic castor that after attaching to your footplate, allows
you to easily cross rough ground. With the FreeWheel your wheelchair casters are lifted off
the ground, turning your chair into a 3-wheeler, so you simply roll over any obstacle: curbs,
dirt trails, grass, gravel, snow, and sand. The Freewheel wheelchair attachment fits both rigid
frame and folding frame.
Strolling, exercising, hiking, or just checking the mailbox, is so much easier with the
FreeWheel. Grass, curbs, and rough roads can be easily navigated to hep you in your quest
for independence.
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Frame/Fork
Made from strong, aircraft quality aluminium. The overall unique curved design adds strength
and means there are no sharp edges to catch on anyone or anything.
Clamp
The precisely engineered vice like connection allows you to confidentially attach your FreeWheel for a secure fit and excellent handling.
Wheel
The large 12.5” pneumatic front wheel has less resistance than small casters and makes it
easier to roll on any surface, whether you are alone, or someone is helping you.
Detent
This mechanism keeps the front wheel straight to improve stability and handling. By applying
slight pressure, it will release, allowing you to quickly and easily turn in any direction.
Perch
Attach the included perch onto your crossbar behind your seat back and clamp your
FreeWheel onto it when you need to stow it. This allows you to have your FreeWheel literally
at your finger tips and also, keeps it out of the way when you don’t.
The FreeWheel is lightweight at only 2.35kg.
Recommended weight limit of 126.8kg for the FreeWheel and 113kg with the adaptor for the
folding wheelchair. Note. Not suitable for angle adjustable or swing away footrests.
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